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EDITORIAL
A very Happy New Year to all members of the Thriplow Society, and may the year
bring good health and prosperity to all! The Christmas and New Year feasts have
now disappeared and, with the coming of Twelfth Night, the cads, tinsel, and
colour4ed lights have been put away for another year. The customary Christmas
Tree, supplied by the Society, was much admired outside the Village Hall, and there
were some good domestic illuminations this year around the village, notably along
Fowlmere Road, and in Sherald’s Croft. As in former years, the flood-lighting of the
west front of the Church provided a beacon to remind all of us of the beginnings of
this traditional festival.
Our first meeting for the New Year is on Monday 22 January, with the fascinating
title, “Digging up Robert Sayle’s”, by archaeologist Alison Dickens. We are all
aware of the extensive programme of reconstruction taking place at the centre of
Cambridge where the department store of Robert Sayle used to flourish. It had its
beginning in the nineteenth century, founded by a local resident, Robert Sayle, but
was built over a foundation of centuries of former buildings, alleyways, and stream
courses. At the start of the present transformation towards a ‘Grand Parade’, the
opportunity was taken to make a thorough examination of the site, by a team of
archaeologists, and to collect the fragments of bygone days. This talk to the Society
will tell that story. Do come along at the usual time - 8.0pm.
We celebrate the restoration of our Village Stores with the opening by Masseys and
his staff from Whittlesford of a welcome food and drinks store, news-agency, and the
long awaited post office. Do give them your custom. During the closure of the shop
we had become used to travelling to either Foxton or Newton for our papers and post
office business. We find that the shop in Newton is now also closed and it seems
ironic to see the Newtonians now patronising the Thriplow Stores. We have also read
with some concern that there is a national proposal to close more small post offices
with their attendant sales of daily foodstuffs, on the grounds of economy. More
reasons than ever for making the new venture in Thriplow a thoroughly successful
one.

Joint Editors---Peter Speak and Shirley Wittering.

‘I NEED MORE SPACE’
Apparently different nationalities have different degrees of space around each person
before they feel comfortable. For instance the Japanese stand much closer to each other than
we do, but there is no doubt that we all feel the need for more living space than we used to.
In this village as in many others we are noticing the following phenomena:
1.
Single houses being pulled down to be replaced by two or more houses each with less
garden than before.
2.
Small dwellings having extensions built bigger than the original.
3
Large houses once lived in by three or four families being restored to their
original single family occupancy.
4
Houses only used at weekends or occasionally.
Most of us of the older generation remember as children sharing bedrooms with our
siblings, our parents in their turn shared with many siblings; elderly relatives living with us
did not have Granny Annexes of their own; it would seem that the nuclear family is a modern
phenomena.
So what happened in the past?
A look at the Census figures from 1841 to 1871 gives us the numbers of people per house:
THRIPLOW Rounded up to the nearest whole number
DATE
HOUSES
POPULATION
1841
92
477
1851
103
521
1861
98
502
1871
107
522
Total
400
2020

Average No per house
5
5
5
5
5

The figures are remarkably similar for each census and the average is about five
people per house, the figures for other south Cambridgeshire villages are also similar, the
number of people per house over four decades ranging from 4.2 to 5.3. It must be
remembered though, that these results are only averages and the maximum number of people
per house may be much higher in individual cases. Indeed the large landowners with servants
living-in had a higher number of people per house, but at the same time had larger houses.
The census also recorded the number of families so if we analyse the figures for Thriplow
still further and look at the number of families per dwelling as well as the number of persons
per house a similar result is obtained.
Thriplow
1801
1811
1821
1831
1841
1851

enclosure
date

1840

houses
46
49
50
87
92
103

families
73
76
84
88
100
109

persons
334
319
371
417
477
521

families per
house
2
2
2
1
1
1

persons per
house
7
7
7
5
5
5

Note that the number per household drops yet the population rises as do the number of
houses; some were obviously new houses but many houses were sub-divided and treated by
the census enumerator as a separate dwelling.
A good example is a house in Church Street, Thriplow. In 1700 it was mentioned as
‘a messuage’ (a fairly substantial house) and continued to be so until 1826 when it was
described as ‘two cottages formerly one messuage’; in 1855 its description is. ‘all that
cottages mentioned as before and also all that other cottage lately erected and built upon part
of the said premises’. In 1865 it was described as ‘All those three cottages lately two
tenements and formerly one messuage with garden, heretofore Orchard and close adjoining.’

Also ‘All that cottage lately erected on said premises’. So what had been one building with its
orchard and close was now four dwellings, three of them in the original house.i The small
flint and slate cottage built in the grounds has since been demolished and two houses built in
its place (2004). The original dwelling divided into three was pulled down and rebuilt as one
house in the 1970s. The census is not very helpful here in differentiating between houses
divided and new dwellings. Although a mark was meant to denote a separate building, the
enumerator did not always bother or remember to do so; the only way the historian can find
out whether a house was divided or separate is to know the houses of a village so well and to
be able to trace the history of the houses through the manor court rolls which in this area last
until the 1920s.

The flint and slate cottage built in 1855 in the grounds of the ‘messuage’ in Thriplow

The two houses that replaced it, the garage gives the nod to the old house by using flint in its
construction.

Relationships within each household are not shown until 1851. An analysis of this
census for Thriplow reveals an interesting situation. While it is to be expected that working
people and farmers should keep lodgers and servants, it seems unusual for paupers to be
noted as head of household and keeping lodgers as happens in two cases, but of course the

rent from lodgers would contribute towards the cost of keeping the house. The following
table shows the total number of people in the census for 1851 who are without a family.
Where there is a figure instead of an occupation the householder’s position is not known.
Relationships within houses of single owners, Thriplow 1851.
Householder
farmer
farmer
ag lab
1
1
publican
farmer
vicar
publican
farmer
1
1
ag lab
1
farmer
1
clergyman's
widow
general
servant
ag lab

widow
ag lab
widow
1 pauper
widow
ag lab
1

Lodgers

Apprentices Paupers
1

Other

1 ag lab
1 ag lab
1 widow
1 ag lab
1 carpenter
1 house
2 house
1
2 house
1 house, I general
1 ag lab
sick nurse
ag lab’s widow
1 house, 1 farmer
1 ag lab
1 house
mother/ag lab’s
widow
Mother-inlaw/carpenter’s
widow
1 house
shepherd
1 cook 1 groom
1 ag lab
1 ag lab
Mother/
widow/pauper

miller
ag lab
pauper/ag lab
ag lab

Servants
3 house, 1 farm

2
1 housekeeper

pauper/carpenter
bricklayer's
housekeeper's
widow
granddaughter

ag lab

Ag Lab = agricultural labourer
Just as south Cambridgeshire was late in espousing enclosure; many farmers still had
servants in husbandry living under their roofs long after the period normally considered the
end of such practices that is the early 1830s.ii A witness to a Government Select Committee
in 1826/7 when asked ‘Are farming servants less frequently lodged in farmers’ houses than

before?’ stated, ‘They have been less generally so than used to be twenty years ago, within
the last few years.’iii
The New Poor Law (1834) abolished the hiring of labourers by the year and this
generally put an end to servants living in with their masters though the practice did continue
in some districts and in Thriplow Joseph Ellis had farm servants living under his roof in
1838.iv
By this late stage most servants were house servants; only two large landholders had
farm servants living under their roof. Out of a total of 103 houses, only four householders
described as Ag Labs had lodgers who were also Ag Labs.
One most significant fact that emerges from this analysis is that unlike at the present
time when so many people live on their own, in 1851 there were no houses with only one
occupant. It is possible that the single poor were moved to the Union Workhouse if they had
no-one to care for them, but this argument does not apply to those single people who could
afford to live in their own house and yet they still chose to have either a lodger, servant or
guest living within their house. It would seem that in the nineteenth century people just could
not imagine living on their own in a building; widows even if they were paupers had at least
one other pauper if not a lodger living with them.
It is possible that enclosure which occurred in Thriplow between 1840-45 did
contribute to the increasing desire for privacy. Once people became accustomed to the
thought and practice of owning land that was wholly theirs, they put up ‘Private’ and ‘Keep
out’ notices. Gradually this philosophy spread to the idea of privacy within their dwellings.
By the year 2001, 30% of all households in Great Britain, a staggering figure of 6.5 million
people, were living on their own. The figure for south Cambridgeshire is slightly lower at
24.3%, owing most probably to the number of university students in lodgings in Cambridge.v
As for Thriplow, the number of single occupancy households in the year 2001 was 48 out of
180 that is 26%.vi This is lower than the national average but considerably higher than in
1851.
An analysis of other villages gives a less stark picture though still very different from
early twenty-first century figures. The following tables show ten villages in 1841 and 1851,
the number of single occupancy houses and the percentage of the total number of houses in
single occupancy:
Percentage of Single Occupancy Households
Village
1841
No. of
No. of Percentage
Single
houses
single
persons
occupancy
Fowlmere
4
124
3.2
Harston
7
151
4.6
Ickleton
2
140
1.4
Hauxton
1
140
0.7
Lt.Shelford
4
106
3.8
Gt.Shelford
0
169
0
Pampisford
2
71
2.8
Sawston
7
204
3.4
Stapleford
1
93
1.1
Thriplow
0
92
0

of

No. of
single
persons
7
5
4
2
7
5
2
5
3
0

1851
No. of Percentage
houses
single
occupancy
128
5.5
153
3.3
140
2.9
165
1.2
117
6.0
196
2.6
70
2.8
225
2.2
103
2.9
103
0

of

In 1851 Fowlmere had two people in barns, Sawston noted as not enumerated ‘3 males, 2 in
barns or sheds, 1 in tent,’ and Little Shelford had 27 temporary buildings owing to Shelford
Park being built; Sawston had a sweep in the ‘open field’ in 1841. Thriplow still had no
single occupancy houses.

In the 1851 census three villages mention an influx of people owing to ‘The formation
of the Shepreth and Cambridge branch of the Eastern Counties Railway causes an influx of
many navvies with wives and children.’vii Two other villages Harston and Hauxton, also
mention an influx of labourers to build the new railway. Sawston describes 6 temporary
‘males being Scotch Engineers, who are residing here to construct a paper factory,’viii
Thriplow notes in 1841 ‘The Inclosure of the Parish being in Progress has caused this influx
of Labourers at this time.’ix This concurs with Keith Snell’s statement that ‘Farmers reduced
their enclosure expenses …by employing mobile piece workers who followed the awards,
taking work wherever enclosure was occurring. As highly skilled piece workers, they
generally completed this work more rapidly and efficiently than local labourers inexperienced
in the methods of draining, hedging and plashing (ditching) that were needed.’x
There seem to be more people living on their own in 1851 than in 1841, perhaps an
indication of a growing desire for privacy mentioned before.
Did the introduction of gas and electricity into most homes increase this need for
privacy? Power provided light to read by for those that could read, and power for radio,
television and then the many electronic forms of entertainment; all of which could be enjoyed
in private. Now we almost look forward to the odd power cut so that once more we can sit as
a family by candlelight and talk.
Shirley Wittering
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THE WEATHER IN 2006
When I was standing on the Up platform at Hove railway station on 4th January 2007, , I
watched a butterfly go by and I think this typifies 2006 as far as weather is concerned. What
a lovely year it was. You know my feelings about global warming – I envy the Spanish,
Italians and Greeks their weather, and look forward to the time when I can go into my
garden and pick my own oranges. We were near to it this past year with our figs and most
things we are used to such as walnuts, apples, pears and greengages growing in profusion, so
much so in the case of walnuts that the squirrels were overcome and could not eat them all.
2006 was an above average year for temperature with both night and day being warmer than
usual.
2006 – Temperature and Rainfall
2006
Daytime temperature
Night time temperature
Average day/night
Hottest day
Coldest night

°F
60.8
48.2
54.5

°C
16.0
9.0
12.5

2006
94 (18 July)
22 (3 March)

34.4
-5.6

2006
Rainfall

Inches

Mm

22.5

571.5

Mean 1980-2006
°F
°C
58.3
14.6
48.0
8.9
53.2
11.8
Record 1980-2006
97 (3 .8 90)
36.1
10 (31.1.87
-12.2
& 12.12.91)
Mean 1982-2006
Inches
Mm
22.6

574.0

Precipitation
Rain fell on 124 days in 2006 compared with 93 in 2005 with January and February being
the driest months. We had average rainfall but quite a lot of it fell overnight. Once again the
springs are not flowing and, at the end of the year, the ditches are dry. Only May, July, and
August produced noticeably above-average rainfall.
We had virtually no snow with just a little falling on 7th January and on 23rd February. The
last frost of Spring was on 10th April (nearly a month earlier than 2005) and the first frost of
winter was on 2nd November (twelve days earlier than 2005).
The weather on Guy Fawkes Night was overcast with little wind – a very suitable evening.
Daffodil Weekend (25th and 26th March)
On the Saturday morning, it was sunny becoming dull by lunchtime and rain began at 4.45
pm. On Sunday, it was sunny until 10.30 am then becoming dull and raining at 4.30 pm. All
in all, 3.3 mm fell. The temperature was 62 degrees F on Saturday and 63 degrees on
Sunday.
Bill Wittering

NEW NATURE RESERVE?

2006 has been a fantastic year for many fruits and flowers; and nature has made no
exception in the Stinging Nettle, Urtica dioica. Most of the grazing meadows in the
village have been covered with this plant. The picture above shows Bacon’s meadow
looking up to Church Street, the dark patches are the nettles.
But the nettle is not all bad; it is the food plant for the caterpillars of the
Peacock, Small Tortoiseshell, Red Admiral and Comma butterflies. Peacock and
Small Tortoiseshell are easy to find, each living in dark groups on webs spun over the
leaves. The Red Admiral and Comma live as single caterpillars in leaves folded over
them.
Nettles have a strong fibrous stem as many of us have found when trying to
pull them out of the ground. These inner fibres can be spun and turned into thread.
During the First World War the Germans spun nettles and wove them into a tough
canvas like fabric which was used as sails on ships amongst other things.
In early spring, nettle tops also make a delicious vegetable; pick with gloves
and treat as spinach, the sting completely disappears and the taste is lovely and
buttery as well as being full of goodness. Nettle Beer is also good and is easy to
make, but keep as eye on it, it boils over very easily; I once ruined a cooker top in this
way!
So when you are cursing the stings when you are trying to walk the village
footpaths, remember what a useful plants it is!
Shirley Wittering.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON 6 MIDDLE STREET THRIPLOW
BY JUDY MURCH

6 Middle Street before the fire.
My father, William Frank Haslop, bought 6 Middle Street in 1941 for the sum of £400. He
was told that it was built circa 1700 and that it was originally two cottages and a carpenter’s
shop with the carpenter having access to the loft above his workshop via a ladder. By 1941
the carpenter was no longer in operation but the left hand cottage did come complete with a
sitting tenant. Despite the tenant my father was rather pleased with his “find”. Indeed, he
wrote to my mother telling her that he had found a lovely little cottage but that they must
make their minds up quickly as there was a new farmer in the area who was busily buying up
all the properties in the village for his farm workers.
My mother was expecting her first child when my parents moved into the right hand cottage
and I am sure it cannot have been easy to live in the house as it was then - no running water
or central heating. However, obviously it wasn’t too hard as my parents went on to have four
children (all of us girls) in the house. It was whilst my mother was pregnant with my
younger sister that my parents decided they needed to join the two cottages back together.
They negotiated with the sitting tenant and in the end my father bought an alternative cottage
in Lower Street for the tenant and made 6 Middle Street back into a single detached house. I
remember returning from a time in hospital to find my two older sisters bursting with
excitement at the prospect of showing me around the “new” side!
Our family, including a number of cats and rabbits, two scatty dogs and an even scattier pony,
lived happily in 6 Middle Street until 1971 when disaster struck. On 21 July 1971 I received
a phone call at work to say that there had been a “bit of a fire” at home, but that no-one was
hurt. I raced home expecting to find one of the rooms a little black but when I came round the

corner there were fire engines everywhere and the thatched roof and plaster walls had
completely gone. In the end only the chimney stack and frame were still standing.

August 1972
All our neighbours and friends were very kind with offers of furniture, bedding etc., and
within a very short time my father and I had been given a place to live by the Council and my
mother, who suffered from multiple sclerosis, was found a place in the local hospital (by this
time my three sisters had moved out, two had emigrated to Australia and one was in London).
My mother was later transferred to a “Leonard Cheshire Home” where she remained
extremely well looked after until her death in 1992.
Luckily out of bad comes good and with the help of funds from the insurance and local grants
my father and my husband arranged for the property to be rebuilt by F.G.Willers of Harston.
We decided to retain as many of the original beams and as much of brick work as possible but
to modernise the layout. We also needed to dig down and increase the ceiling height in order
to conform to the current building regulations. It was a painstaking job for the builders! The
building and restoration work was completed and we all moved back in 1973. Today 6
Middle Street has the original cottage framework, complete with inglenook fireplaces, but it
comes with a lovely large kitchen, running water and central heating.
Visitors often comment on the carving that adorns the facade of the house. This is a cast of a
bronze bust of Edward VII that was carved by my father for the memorial hall in Newmarket.
My father was an architect and master craftsmen and he worked for a local firm of builders,
Rattee and Kett. During his career, which lasted well into his 70’s, my father also worked on
some of the internal restorations to St Paul’s Cathedral after the war and was responsible for
the carvings in the American Chapel. He was awarded an OBE on the 9 June 1955 in
recognition of his work on St Paul’s and other restoration projects. A few years later he was

also awarded an honorary MA from the University of Cambridge. After he retired he often
used to do small jobs for people and I can remember coming home from work to find a thin
layer of white dust over everything (including himself) when he had been carving a piece of
stone in the kitchen!
My father died in 1978 when our daughter was 20 months old. Since then my husband and I
have added an extra reception room and a master bedroom with en-suite to the house. Our
children, Diana and James, have now grown up and left home. However, Diana has provided
us with an adorable grand-daughter, Lucy, who is just over 7 months old and we are very
much looking forward to the summer when she can run around the garden at 6 Middle Street
as my sisters and I used to do. Although I don’t expect that Lucy will be allowed a pony to
play with! Both Diana and James are very fond of the house and have told us that we are not
allowed to sell until they are earning enough money to keep the house in the family. So who
knows it may yet remain in the family for a third (and maybe even a fourth) generation.
Family Tree
Willam Frank Haslop
Patricia Lorimer Haslop
Children
Lorimer Joy
Gillian Francesca
Judith Diana*
Rosemary Enid

1889-1978
1921-1992
1941
1943
1945
1947

*Married Michael George Murch 1972
Children
Rachel Jane
1975 (died aged 13 days)
Diana Lucy**
1977
Susannah
1980 (died aged 6 days)
James Edward Christopher 1982
**Married Nicholas Robert Le Masurier 2002
Children
Lucy Maria
2006

EARLY HISTORY OF 6 MIDDLE STREET
Mike and Judy’s house was part of a much larger estate called Sawcers. In 1279 a
John Saucer held 30 acres as a free tenant of the Bishop of Ely (The Bury). The estate
was bounded by Narrow Lane right into Lower Street right across the Green and back
to Middle Street. The name continued as Sawcer’s Close until 1859 though it is not
mentioned in the Enclosure Award, it would be nice to resurrect it.
The house was built in 1777 when a piece of ground was let to Thomas Hayden:Foeffment of a piece of ground in Thriplow – Richard Clements to Thomas Hayden,
Carpenter. Sawcers Close which contains in length from East – W 8 poles and in
Breadth to NE end thereat 6 poles and in Breadth at SW end 3 poles and abuts East
upon the Common Street (Middle Street), the ground of the said Richard Clements
lying on the N side therewithal and singular. ‘On which piece of ground is designed
to be built a Cottage with appurtenances.’
In 1784 mention is made of ‘All that new built freehold messuage in occupation of
Thomas Hayden.’ The measurements are the same and the house is valued at £60.
In 1830 the house was divided into two and by 1859 it housed three families, one still
being the Hayden family.
An interesting sidelight on the subject is found on the church spire - a scratching of a
timber framed house and the name John Heyden. The Hayden/Heyden family were
carpenters and coffin makers for many generations and probably built most of the
timber framed cottages in the village.

There are quite a few references to Haydens in the Churchwardens’ and Overseers’
Account books as carpenter and coffin maker. See Thriplow Journal Vol 6/1, Summer
1997.
Shirley Wittering

These records from the Manor Court Rolls show the history of 6 Middle Street.
Records of Thomas Hayden from Thriplow Bury Manor Court Rolls. *=Date and details of
building of 6 Middle Street

Date
27-121742

Reference
CUL Add
7578

5-8-1765

same

2-6-1765

Same

16-11777*

CRO 413/T/3

16-111784
17-111784

Same

11-7-1788

CUL Add
7578
CRO 413/T/3

27-1-1830

1859
1859

Same

Same
CRO
413/E/41

Details
Wm Dunedge died and Mary Hayden wife of Thomas Hayden was
admitted tenant. Now Mary Heyden is dead and James Hayden comes
as son and heir of Thos Hayden. He is admitted tenant. The said James
Hayden is an infant age 15 years. Custody is committed to his father
Thomas.
Mary Hayden admitted to 5 acres arable and 5½ acres arable late Mr
Dunnedge by his will
James son of Thos Hayden admitted to 4 acres arable on death of his
mother. Tenant of the Bury Manor.
Foeffment of a piece of ground in Thriplow – Richard Clements to
Thomas Hayden, Carpenter. Sawcers Close which contains in length
from East – W 8 poles and in Breadth to NE end thereat 6 poles and in
Breadth at SW end 3 poles and abuts East upon the Common Street
(Middle Street), the ground of the said Richard Clements lying on the N
side therewithal and singular. ‘On which piece of ground is designed to
be built a Cottage with appurtenances.’
Lease for 1 year Thomas Hayden to Richard Clements
Release – Thos Hayden to Richard Clements £60. ‘All that new built
freehold messuage or tenement situate or being in Thriplow aforesaid
on a piece of ground lately purchased by the said Thos Hayden of the
said Richard Clements being part and parcel of a Close of pasture called
Sawcers Close which said piece of ground contains (measurements as
above) and barns to the messuage belonging. The tenement in
occupation of Thos Hayden.
Joseph Hayden surrenders to Richard Sheldrick, Thatcher.
Freehold messuage now divided into 2 dwellings on a piece of ground
heretofore part of Sawcers Close (measurements as before), the ground
of Elizabeth Prime lying N. in occupation of Thomas Wallis and
Thomas Hayden bought by Richard Clements of Thomas Hayden. All
held of the Manor of Thriplow bury.
Mention of Wallis’s shop and bakehouse.
Messauge part of Sawcer’s Close - (same as above) – now in 3
tenements in occupation of Joseph Hayden, Henry Anderson and Henry
Hayden.

CRO = Cambridge Record Office
CUL = Cambridge University Library
Research by Shirley Wittering

THE MUSICAL LAWRENCES OF THRIPLOW HEATH
In the Cambridge Folk Museum is a handmade Hammer Dulcimer; the notice beside it gives
its history:
‘This musical instrument was made by George Willmott Lawrence of
Haslingfield and later Thriplow Heath in about 1886. His son Herbert,
who died in 1947, was the last of the family to play this Dulcimer. In his
youth, he toured the village feasts during the Summer, playing in the dancing
booths and public houses with his cousin Will, who also played and made
Dulcimers.’

George Wilmott Lawrence and wife Jane, photos kindly supplied by Shirley Murray whose
Great Great Grandfather built the Hammer Dulcimer.

Herbert Lawrence son of George Willmott.
Below is a photo of the Hammer Dulcimer which is now in the Folk Museum:

Shirley Wittering

GLEANINGS
Quotes from William Cobbett:
‘Civilization is only three good meals from anarchy.’
‘I defy you to agitate a man with a full stomach’
Members enjoying a trip to the Cambridge Folk Museum on October 23rd 2006

Thanks to Katherine Martin who found two Tickets for a British Legion Dance, when
tidying the sheds at Cockranes Farm:

Next meeting Monday January 22nd 2007, Alison Dickens on ‘Digging up Robert
Sayle’. Do come for a most interesting talk.

Peacock Butterfly

